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Abstract. The possible minimal range of reduction in snow
surface albedo due to dry deposition of black carbon (BC)
in the pre-monsoon period (March–May) was estimated as
a lower bound together with the estimation of its accuracy,
based on atmospheric observations at the Nepal Climate Observatory – Pyramid (NCO-P) sited at 5079 m a.s.l. in the Himalayan region. A total BC deposition rate was estimated
as 2.89 µg m−2 day−1 providing a total deposition of 266 µg
m−2 for March–May at the site, based on a calculation with
a minimal deposition velocity of 1.0×10−4 m s−1 with atmospheric data of equivalent BC concentration. Main BC size
at NCO-P site was determined as 103.1–669.8 nm by correlation analyses between equivalent BC concentration and
particulate size distributions in the atmosphere. The BC deposition from the size distribution data was also estimated. It
was found that 8.7% of the estimated dry deposition corresponds to the estimated BC deposition from equivalent BC
concentration data. If all the BC is deposited uniformly on
the top 2-cm pure snow, the corresponding BC concentration
is 26.0–68.2 µg kg−1 , assuming snow density variations of

195–512 kg m−3 of Yala Glacier close to NCO-P site. Such a
concentration of BC in snow could result in 2.0–5.2% albedo
reductions. By assuming these albedo reductions continue
throughout the year, and then applying simple numerical experiments with a glacier mass balance model, we estimated
reductions would lead to runoff increases of 70–204 mm of
water. This runoff is the equivalent of 11.6–33.9% of the annual discharge of a typical Tibetan glacier. Our estimates of
BC concentration in snow surface for pre-monsoon season
is comparable to those at similar altitudes in the Himalayan
region, where glaciers and perpetual snow regions begin, in
the vicinity of NCO-P. Our estimates from only BC are likely
to represent a lower bound for snow albedo reductions, because we used a fixed slower deposition velocity. In addition, we excluded the effects of atmospheric wind and turbulence, snow aging, dust deposition, and snow albedo feedbacks. This preliminary study represents the first investigation of BC deposition and related albedo on snow, using atmospheric aerosol data observed at the southern slope in the
Himalayas.
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Introduction

Atmospheric aerosol has a significant direct and indirect impact on the earth’s climate (IPCC, 2007). Aerosols generally
scatter solar radiation. Black carbon (BC) and mineral dust,
on the other hand, absorb solar radiation. Long range transport of BC and dust is well known (e.g., Hadley et al., 2007;
Yasunari et al., 2009; Uno et al., 2009). Due to the large
amount of absorbing aerosols present in the Atmospheric
Brown Cloud (Ramanathan et al., 2007), these aerosols may
be directly warming the atmosphere in the Indian-monsoon
region. Lau et al. (2006, 2008), proposed the so-called Elevated Heat Pump (EHP) effect, whereby heating of the atmosphere by elevated absorbing aerosols strengthens local
atmospheric circulation, leading to a northward shift of the
monsoon rain belt, resulting in increased rainfall in northern Indian and the foothills of the Himalayas in the late boreal spring and early summer season. More recently, Lau et
al. (2010) showed that the EHP effect can also lead to accelerated melting of snow cover in the Himalayas and Tibetan
Plateau, by a transfer of energy from the upper troposphere
to the land surface over Tibetan Plateau. In addition, BC and
mineral dust depositions onto snow-surface in the cryosphere
may reduce the surface albedo (e.g., Warren and Wiscombe,
1980; Aoki et al., 2006, 2007; Tanikawa et al., 2009). The
impurity effect on snow albedo reduction is more important
for visible wavelength than that for near infrared radiation
(e.g., Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Flanner et al., 2007).
The effect increases heating of the snow and ice surface,
thus accelerating melting, shortening snow duration, altering
mass balance and causing the retreat of mountain glaciers.
These physical activities change the amount of available water resource in the region (e.g., Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004;
IPCC, 2007; Flanner et al., 2007, 2009).
The southern slope of the Himalaya is directly exposed to
Indian emissions and more likely to be impacted by BC than
the northern slope. However, the available data of BC deposition (BCD), for studying snow albedo reduction at the
southern slopes in Himalayan regions, are still very scarce.
Moreover, only a few BC concentrations (BCC) and morphological properties in the snow and ice cores, in the northern
slopes of the Himalayan and Tibetan Plateau regions, have
been measured thus far (Xu et al., 2006, 2009a, b; Ming et al.,
2008, 2009; Cong et al., 2009, 2010). Studies on BC concentration in snowpack at the southern slope in Himalayas are
less. In addition, glaciers in Himalayas are located in severe
topography. Consequently, logistic constraints have severely
limited data availability on snow and ice composition, as well
as atmospheric composition observations. Hence, an alternative approach to estimating BCD over Himalayan glaciers is
necessary for understanding the impact of BCD on melting
glaciers.
Atmospheric data of equivalent BC concentration
(eqBCC), aerosol particle number concentration and size
distribution, as well as meteorological parameters, are now
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010

continuously measured at the Nepal Climate Observatory
– Pyramid (NCO-P, 5079 a.s.l.) on Southern slope of the
Himalayans (Bonasoni et al., 2008, 2010) (Fig. 1). The
NCO-P is the highest aerosol observatory managed within
the Ev-K2-CNR Stations at High Altitude for Research
on the Environment (SHARE) and the United Nations
Environmental Program (UNEP) Atmospheric Brown
Clouds (ABC) projects. This station was established in
March 2006 for atmospheric research in the Khumbu Valley,
Sagarmatha National Park, near the base of the Nepalese
side of Mt. Everest (5079 m a.s.l.) (http://evk2.isac.cnr.it/).
Because high altitude measurement sites are relatively clean
and far from anthropogenic emission sources, they offer an
opportunity to study the influence of anthropogenic pollution
transported from remote areas.
The Indian sub-continent, especially the Indo-Gangetic
Plain is one of the largest BC emission sources in the world
(Ramanathan et al., 2007) and it is in the vicinity of the Himalayan glaciers. Preliminary work of Bonasoni et al. (2008)
has found very elevated eqBCC under different meteorological conditions, with well defined seasonality showing a maximum in pre-monsoon season (Marinoni et al., 2010). The
aim of this study is to provide a preliminary lower bound estimate of BCD and BCC on and in the snow surface on the
Himalayan region during the pre-monsoon period, based on
NCO-P atmospheric observations recorded in March–May
2006. Based on the estimated BCC in snow surface, we
compute the possible minimal snow albedo reduction range
and the related additional snow melt runoff from a typical Tibetan glacier by simple numerical calculations with a glacier
mass balance model. These calculations are the first step
prior to ascertaining more precise estimates of snow albedos
and snow melt runoffs from glaciers. Further detailed studies
should be initiated using regional models, satellite data, and
more detailed observations in Himalayan regions, including
seasonal variations of atmospheric concentration and deposition of absorbing aerosols. Some parts of the Himalayan
glaciers in ablation zone are covered by debris. Our discussion is not applicable to these completely debris-covered
glacial surfaces. Our study will be applicable for non-debris
covered (hereafter, NDC) snow surface areas in the ablation
zone and other glacial zones at higher altitudes. Hopefully,
this study will stimulate further research of albedo reduction
and accompanied snow melt runoff from glaciers over Himalayan region.
In this study, a BCC range in the snow will be estimated
by using the minimal deposition of BC onto the snow surface, the NCO-P data, and the typical snow density data over
a Himalayan glacier (Sect. 3.2). We will also discuss the
possible dilution and enrichment effect of BCC in snow by
precipitation and sublimation (Sect. 3.3). The snow albedo
reduction will be assessed based on an empirical relationship
between snow albedo reduction rate and BCC in snow (Ming
et al., 2009) in Sect. 3.4. The possible deviation range as error from our estimated snow albedo reductions will be also
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6603/2010/
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discussed in Sect. 3.5. We will calculate how much the estimated albedo reductions can possibly impact the increase
of snow melt runoff from glaciers. Here we carried out some
numerical experiments with a glacier mass balance model for
a typical Tibetan glacier in Sect. 3.6,. In the experiment, we
assumed continuous albedo reductions throughout the year.
Finally, we also suggest some important points to be considered in near future studies in Sect. 3.7.
2

Data and method to estimate BC deposition

With the purpose of estimating the lower bound of snow surface albedo reductions over NDC snow surface at a typical
Himalayan glacier, due to BCD, we first calculate BCC in
snow surface by a fixed slower deposition velocity together
with atmospheric measurements conducted at the NCO-P
(Bonasoni et al., 2008, 2010): meteorological parameters
(temperature, pressure, relative humidity, wind intensity,
wind direction, and rain) at 30 min. interval (VAISALA
WXT510); number concentrations and size distribution of
aerosol with optical diameter between 0.25 and 32 µm in
31 size channels, on 30 min. interval (OPC, optical particle counter, GRIMM#190) and eqBCC (MAAP, Multi-Angle
Absorption Photometer, 5012) in the atmosphere at 30 min.
intervals, were recorded. A recommended mass absorption
coefficient of 6.6 g m−2 was used for calculating BC concentration (Petzold et al., 2002). Additional information on
MAAP measurements and calibration procedures are shown
by Marinoni et al. (2010). Particles with mobility diameter between 10.31 and 669.8 nm were determined in 117
ranges (whole size range is 3.035–995 nm, but data in 10.31–
669.8 nm were only available and used) by Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) on 1 h interval. The inlet of all
these measurements was placed at 3.5 m above ground level
(a.g.l.). As a first step, we determined the main BC particle size and estimated the amount of BCD on the snow surface during pre-monsoon season 2006 from the eqBCC, OPC
number concentration, and SMPS size distribution data observed at the NCO-P. With the aim of determining the main
particle size range of atmospheric eqBC, we carried out correlation analyses between the number counts in each diameter bin of OPC and SMPS and eqBCC in the air. In cases
where data were unavailable at a specific time, the whole set
of necessary data on calculation was deleted. We used the
middle time of the averaged observation slot time for plotting data.
Next, with the aim of calculating minimal BCD flux at the
surface, we consider a deposition velocity. The estimated
BCD flux will be used to estimate BCC in snow surface and
its impact on snow surface albedo reductions. As to deposition velocity, here, we consider a constant minimal deposition velocity of 1.0×10−4 m s−1 . In general, detailed deposition velocity is considered as:
vd = 1/(ra + rb + rc ) + vs ,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6603/2010/

(1)

Fig. 1. Location map of research sites focused in this study.
The large circle in yellow denotes NCO-P site. The triangle and
square in white colour denote the locations of Yala Glacier, and
Dongkemadi Glacier, respectively. The cross, triangle, and square
in sky blue denote the locations of Kangwure Glacier, East Rongbuk Glacier, and Qiangyong Glacier, respectively, where BC concentrations in snow were measured by Xu et al. (2006) and Ming
et al. (2008, 2009). The Merged IBCAO/ETOPO5 Global Topographic Data Product by Holland (2000) was used for topography
map.

where ra , rb , rc , and vs are aerodynamic resistance above
canopy, quasi-laminar layer resistance, surface resistance,
and terminal velocity by gravitational settling, respectively
(Han et al., 2004). Deposition velocity is higher over land
than over sea. The deposition velocities in different particle
size over land are mostly faster than 1.0×10−4 m s−1 (NhoKim et al., 2004). Hence, our deposition velocity used in this
study will be expected as a slower value than deposition velocities in general diurnal cycles over land and considered as
lower bound deposition velocity, minimal value, of deposition velocity.
Using the minimal deposition velocity, the 1-hourly total
amount of BC deposition rate will be then accumulated over
the three-month period to obtain the total mass of BC deposited on snow surface.

3
3.1

Results and discussions
Determination of BC size range and deposition rate

While the MAAP instrument specifically measures the
aerosol absorption coefficient, directly related to BCC, both
the OPC and SMPS measures total aerosol number concentration and size distributions of all aerosol components including BC. To ascertain the typical size range of BC, the
correlation analyses between counts in OPC and SMPS bins
and eqBCC in the atmosphere were carried out in time series
data (Fig. 2a and b). Higher correlation coefficients (more
than 0.8) were seen in the ranges 280–650 nm for OPCAtmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010
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Fig. 2. Correlation coefficients (black solid line with circle) for
March–May in time series data between atmospheric eqBCC and
(a) particle counts in each size (as measured by OPC); (b) (as measured by SMPS). The bold line in gray denotes 99.9% confidence
limit lines. The shade size ranges correspond to the correlation coefficient of more than 0.8.

eqBCC and 103.1–669.8 nm for SMPS-eqBCC, respectively.
This confirms that the BC particles at NCO-P preferably have
sizes ranging between 100 and 670 nm, as indicated by the
high correlation between eqBCC and PM-1 showed by Marinoni et al. (2010). The MAAP measures BCC as eqBCC in
the atmosphere, since Marinoni et al. (2010) found the negligible dust contribution to aerosol absorption coefficient at
NCO-P. In order to reduce any miscounting due to absorbing organic carbon, we chose significantly higher correlations (r > 0.8) as BC particle existence. In fact, previous
study (Venzac et al., 2008) found much smaller particles (10–
20 nm growing up to 40 nm) possibly related to the mode of
new particle formation from gaseous or ionic precursors at
this site, while larger fraction (>600 nm) of submicron particles is generally present at low concentrations.
Less precipitation has been observed in Khumbu valley
during pre-monsoon season (Bollasina et al., 2002; Bonasoni et al., 2008, 2010). As deduced by NCO-P data (Bonasoni et al., 2008, 2010), in the high Khumbu valley during
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010

March–May 2006, precipitation events were only 1.9% of all
the available meteorological data during March–May 2006
and the total precipitation amount was very low (6.9 mm).
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the main cause for BC
removal in the atmosphere in this season was due to dry deposition.
The minimal BC dry deposition flux at the surface was estimated from MAAP and SMPS data, separately. Because
enough observation instruments are not always available for
field observations, we should consider some ways to estimate
BCD from limited observations. At the NCO-P site, eqBCC
and SMPS are now available. Using both, we considered
two types of BCD estimations. First, the total BC mass deposition flux per 1 h was calculated using eqBCC data from
MAAP as (eqBCC) × (the minimal deposition velocity of
1.0×10−4 m s−1 ) × (interval time=3600 s). We summated
the BC flux for March–May and obtained total deposition
amount of BC of 266 µg m−2 (=2.89 µg m−2 day−1 ). Second, we also estimated
total dry deposition flux per 1 h from
P
SMPS data as (BC mass concentration in each size bin)
× (the minimal deposition velocity of 1.0×10−4 m s−1 for
each size bin) × (interval time=3600 s). In the calculation,
we assumed 1) uniform BCC in the atmospheric layer from
the ground to the measurement height of 3.5 m a.g.l. and 2)
BC continuously depositing onto the surface. The mass concentrations in the atmosphere in each size bin were calculated from SMPS data, considering spherical particles with
a reference particle density (here we used a BC density of
2000 kg m−3 by Lindstedt, 1994). It is because the SMPS
covers a wider range of particle size than that of OPC for
the small particles, and the correlations between eqBCC, and
OPC – SMPS counts give similar results as shown in Fig. 2a
and b, except for the smaller diameters that are not available
in OPC. The interval of SMPS data was 1 h and continuous
depositions during this interval were assumed. The values of
dlogD in each bin were used for converting size distribution
data (dN/dlogD) to number concentration data. Then total
dry deposition amount of 3059 µg m−2 was obtained for the
period of March–May. The SMPS data include more aerosol
information than MAAP and this deposition amount may include not only BC but also other aerosol particles. If we
compare the total dry deposition amount from SMPS with
the total BC deposition amount of 266 µg m−2 from MAAP,
the estimated BC deposition amount from MAAP is 8.7% of
the total dry deposition amount from SMPS. This is somewhat consistent with the observed mass contribution of Elemental Carbon in aerosol at NCO-P (Decesari et al., 2010)
and soot abundance at Mt. Qomolangma (Everest) (Cong et
al., 2010). Hence, we considered that approximately 8.7% of
total dry deposition amount from SMPS data is likely composed of BC at NCO-P site. Then, 1-hourly dry deposition
amount from SMPS data was converted to 1-hourly BCD
amount multiplied by a coefficient of 0.087. The estimated
BCD from MAAP was mainly used for the discussions on
BC concentrations in snow and related albedo reductions.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6603/2010/
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The 2-cm top layer (5-cm top layer in Aoki et al., 2000)
of snow surface is more contaminated than the deeper part of
the snow layer because the snow impurities are derived from
dry depositions of atmospheric aerosols (Aoki et al., 2000,
2007; Tanikawa et al., 2009). Moreover, the surface layer
contributes to a large fraction of the semi-infinite albedo in
snow contaminated by soot and mineral dust (Tanikawa et
al., 2009). In addition, Tanikawa et al. (2009) showed that
the mass concentrations of snow impurities deposited in the
surface layer of ∼2 cm were about 30–50 ppmw whereas that
the concentrations in 2–10 cm were about 2–6 ppmw. This
difference in characteristics between surface layer and lower
snow layer were consistent for elemental carbon, organic carbon, and dust in their study. It indicates that the impurity
concentration at the top 2-cm is much higher than that below
2 cm and the top snow layer is considered the key to assessment of albedo reductions. Hence, our focus on 2-cm snow
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The total mass of BC deposited on the surface during 2006
pre-monsoon season was estimated as the sum of the BCD
integrated the 3-month period with available data. Based on
this, we obtained a total BCD amount of 266 µg m−2 for the
pre-monsoon season, corresponding to 2.89 µg m−2 day−1 .
As indicated in Sect. 3.1, most likely, this value represents
the lowest line of the actual BCD. Most of the glaciers in
Nepal generally exist above the altitude of the NCO-P while
their ablation basin levels are close to its altitude (Karma et
al., 2003). Most of the glacier melting occurs in ablation areas. The equilibrium line altitudes of these glaciers are also
above the NCO-P level. Hence, our discussion from the estimated BCD can be applicable to the ablation zone of NDC
parts of those glaciers.
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Estimation of BC concentration in surface snow
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Although MAAP and SMPS were different observations,
the variations of the estimated BCD from SMPS data
were superimposed on the atmospheric eqBCC from MAAP
(Fig. 3a; red). It indicates that the 1-hourly BCD amount estimated from SMPS data with the coefficient of 0.087 for the
particle size range of 103.1–669.8 nm was well explained by
eqBCC variations in the atmosphere. The large variability
in Fig. 3a is mostly driven by diurnal cycles of BCD. The
diurnal cycle shows clearly a midnight-morning low and an
afternoon high BCD rates, consistent with the diurnal cycle
of dry convection in this region during the pre-monsoon periods (Fig. 3b). The same diurnal cycle was seen for aerosol
scattering and absorption coefficients at NCO-P site (Marcq
et al., 2010). A few acute episodes of BC pollution have
been observed in this period (eqBCC exceeded some thousand of ng m−3 ), leading to an estimated dry deposition of
BC larger than 1 µg m−2 h−1 . Although we used a fixed deposition velocity as a considered minimal value for the estimated BCD amount, expected faster deposition velocity will
likely increase our estimated BCD rate.
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Fig. 3. (a) One-hour mean eqBCC from MAAP data (Bonasoni
et al., 2008) and estimated hourly total BCD flux (right side scale)
as multiplying dry deposition amount from SMPS data by 0.087
during March–May in 2006; (b) Composite of the estimated hourly
total BCD flux during March–May in 2006.

surface is reasonable for albedo reduction calculations as a
preliminary estimate.
To calculate the BCC in the top layer of snow, we assumed
that the total BC is uniformly distributed in the top 2 cm pure
snow. Because BCC depends on snow water content, and
no data on snow density are available for NCO-P area, we
used observed surface snow density data at the nearby Yala
Glacier by Fujita et al. (1998) (Table 1). The glacier is located in the Nepalese Langtang Valley (28.23◦ N; 85.60◦ E;
2.5 km2 , between 5094–5749 m of altitude) about 123 km
away the NCO-P and at very similar altitude (Fig. 1). An assumption of pure snow layer of deeper than 2 cm can significantly increase the pure water amount, thus reducing BCC
within the same amount of BCD. However, an assumption of
a deeper pure snow layer is not realistic, based on the studies as mentioned above (Aoki et al., 2000, 2007; Tanikawa
et al., 2009). Moreover, snow layers below 2 cm usually include impurities to some extent in the real world.
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As the NCO-P altitude corresponds to the lowest elevation
of Yala glacier, our estimated BCD can be considered to be
applicable to the termini of NDC parts of glaciers at similar elevations in Nepal as reported in Karma et al. (2003).
Therefore, we also assume that transport along valleys and
BC source strength can be similar to those at the high Kumbu
valley. If the total BC of 266 µg m−2 is deposited on 2-cm
thickness of pure snow, without pre-existing or other contamination such as dust, then BCC in the snow surface will
vary within the range of 26.0–68.2 µg kg−1 due to snow density variations between 195–512 kg m−3 in Table 1. These
estimated concentrations are in agreement with BCC at other
glaciers in the Himalayan region (Table 2). From Table 2,
we also note that the upper limit of the NCO-P estimated BC
snow concentration exceeds the values observed at other locations on the northern slope of the Himalayan range. In particular the East Rongbuk glacier, approximately 16 km from
the NCO-P but on the opposite side of Mt. Everest, shows
the lowest BCC (Table 2). Ming et al. (2008) also found
in the same East Rongbuk glacier area the highest level of
BCC, 20.3±9.2 µg kg−1 , during the period 1995–2002, exceeding 50 µg kg-1 in the summer of 2001 showing a significant trend in increased concentration of BCC. Our results,
together with the cited studies, suggest that, on the southern
slope of the Himalayas, the influence of polluted air masses,
that are transported from the Indo-Gangetic Plain, and driven
by valley breezes up to high mountain and glaciers, have a
significant impact (Bonasoni et al., 2008).

also examined the dilution effect on BCC in the snow surface. Assuming that there are few differences in precipitation amounts between NCO-P site and Yala Glacier, because
of similar altitude and vicinity, we considered precipitation
at NCO-P to be the same as that at Yala Glacier. Then, we
used the same precipitation amount over Yala Glacier. The
air temperature over Yala Glacier was also estimated from
NCO-P air temperature data (Fig. 4) with temperature lapse
rate of 6.5 K km-1 . The air temperature at the altitude over
Yala Glacier fell below freezing during most of the time in
March–May (Fig. 4). Thus, most of the precipitations were
expected as snowfall. When it snows, snow depth slightly increased with a typical fresh snow density of 110 kg m−3 . As
deduced by NCO-P observation, the largest amount of precipitation occurred during 18:30–19:00 (30 min) on 18 May
(Fig. 4). However, this could contribute to an increase of only
2 cm of snow depth by fresh snow (hereafter called, Event
A). Total precipitation amount during March–May was only
6.9 mm w.e., indicating that the pre-monsoon was very dry
in 2006 and most of the aerosol fallout was considered to
be dry deposition as mentioned in Sect. 3.1. It is noted that
the above example cannot be generalized for all the years,
because there could be large interannual variability in premonsoon snowfall over this region.
For the sake of discussing dilution effect on BCC in snow
by precipitation, we also calculated the evaporation amount
(E) from the snow surface (sublimation if the snow surface
temperature was below 0 degree in Celsius) every 30 min.
by using a bulk equation. In the calculation, estimated air
and snow surface temperatures over Yala Glacier at altitude
of 5450 m were used. For estimating snow surface temperature quantitatively, we need irradiance data. However, NCOP site did not measure irradiance data during March–May
2006. Hence, we assumed snow surface temperature as −9,
−4, and −1 ◦ C during 1 March–29 April, 30 April–23 May,
and 24 May–31 May, respectively (Fig. 5), compared to the
estimated air temperature over Yala Glacier in Figs. 4 and 5.
In general, snow temperature fluctuations are much lower
than that of air temperature. Based on the characteristics,
our values of snow surface temperature are considered to be
realistic.
Then, we calculated the evaporation (sublimation in this
study) amount (E) by a bulk equation as follows:

3.3

E = ρAIR CH U (QSAT (T s) − RH × QSAT (TA )) × DT,

Table 1. Surface snow density at Yala glacier (5450 m).
Date
1996/5/20
1996/6/23
1996/6/27
1996/7/28
1996/8/3
1996/8/3
1996/8/23
1996/8/31
1996/10/9

Depth (cm)

ρ (kg m−3 )

3
5
3
3
7
2
5
2.5
5

320
512
338
468
426
413
389
357
195

Estimation of dilution effect at the snow surface on
BC concentration

Precipitation onto snow surface dilutes BCC in snow; nevertheless pre-monsoon season is well known as dry season in
South Asian region and a low precipitation amount (6.9 mm)
was observed at NCO-P during March–May 2006. Due to
the dryness of the period, we expect that most of the aerosol
fallout was due to dry deposition as mentioned in Sect. 3.1.
To support the discussion on BCC in snow without much dilution effect by precipitation during pre-monsoon season, we
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010

(2)

where ρAIR , CH , U , QSAT (TS ), QSAT (TA ), RH and DT are
air density, a bulk coefficient (=0.002), wind speed, saturated
specific humidity at the snow surface, saturated specific humidity in the atmosphere, relative humidity in percentage divided by 100, and total time in second for 30 min. (=1800 s).
The fixed air pressure at the altitude of Yala Glacier was also
used for this calculation. The direction from the snow surface
to the atmosphere is defined as positive in the equation.
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Table 2. Comparison between estimated (a) and observed (b, c, d, e, f) BCCs in surface snow and ice core for locations reported in Fig. 1.
Site in Himalayan
region

Altitude
(m)

BCCsin snow and
ice core (µg kg−1 )

5079
5400
6000
6465
6500

26.0–68.2e
43.1
21.8
18.0
20.3±9.2

a NCO-P (lat. 27.958, lon. 86.815)
b Qiangyong Glacier (lat. 28.83, lon. 90.25)
b Kangwure Glacier (lat. 28.47, lon. 85.82)
c East Rongbuk Glacier (lat. 28.02, lon. 86.96)
d East Rongbuk Glacier (lat. 28.02, lon. 86.96)

This work.
The EC concentration data in snow sample by Xu et al. (2006).
The BCC data in snow sample by Ming et al. (2009).
The BCC data during 1995-2002 in an ice core by Ming et al. (2008). The BCC exceeded 50µg kg−1 in the summer of 2001.
Estimated BCC in 2-cm surface snow with density variations of 195–512 kg m−3 at Yala Glacier (see, Fig. 1).
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The difference between precipitation (P ) and evaporation (E) (or sublimation) (P − E) shows the amount of water vapor transport between the snow surface and the atmosphere. In Fig. 5, the values of P − E showed negative values over most of the pre-monsoon periods indicating dominant water vapor transport from the snow surface to the
atmosphere. Hence, sublimation was likely prominent and
dry condition continued during March–May 2006. Before
Event A shown in Figs. 4 and 5b, total amount of P − E
was −23.6 mm w.e. and that after and including Event A,
the amount was 3.6 mm w.e. Total amount of P − E during
March–May is −20.0 mm w.e. Bonasoni et al. (2010) mentioned that VAISALA can underestimate total precipitation
due to the omission of snowfalls. However, even if we expect the total precipitation amount of 6.9 mm was 50% of the
true value of total precipitation amount, still the water vapor
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Fig. 4. Air temperature variations at NCO-P site and over Yala
Glacier, together with the amount of snowfall and rainfall, and estimated snow depth increases over Yala Glacier. The air temperature
over Yala Glacier was estimated with a temperature lapse rate of
6.5 K km−1 . If air temperature was below 0 degree in Celsius, precipitation was considered to be snow. The snow depth increases
were calculated with a typical fresh snow density of 110 kg m−3 .
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Fig. 5. Difference between precipitation (P ) and estimated evaporation (E) (sublimation in this study). The constant snow surface
temperatures of −9, −4, and −1 ◦ were used during 1 March–29
April, 30 April–23 May, and 24 May–31 May, respectively. One
data in P − E at the time of Event A was located out of range and
plotted in Fig. 5b separately. In Fig. 5b, vertical and horizontal axes
have the same units as Fig. 5a.

loss from snow surface was more dominant than precipitation. It implies that higher probability of enrichment of BC
at the snow surface due to water loss from the snow surface
is expected during March–May rather than the dilution effect
by precipitation. Our estimates of BCC in 2-cm snow surface
of 26.0–68.2 µg kg−1 did not include the effect of this enrichment of BC due to the water loss from the snow surface. If
we consider this effect, BCC in the snow surface during premonsoon period could be even higher. In conclusion, our
estimates of BCC are considered to be “lower bound” values
without including the enrichment effect of P − E.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010
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Estimation of snow albedo reduction

㻝㻞㻡㻚㻜

To estimate the changes in snow surface albedos from the estimated total BCD of 266 µg m−2 during March–May 2006,
we used the linear regression equation (R 2 =0.9951) by Ming
et al. (2009):
Snow albedo reduction = 0.0757 × BCC + 0.0575.

(3)

This was obtained from the relationship between BCC in
snow and potential albedo reductions, derived from a variety of snowpack observations and model calculations. For
the given range of snow density and BCC in snow, we found
the range of albedo reduction to be from 2.0 to 5.2% during pre-monsoon period (Fig. 6). This range is significantly
higher than the albedo reduction (1%) found by Grenfell et
al. (1994) for a uniform distribution of 15 µg kg−1 BC in
snow, as indicated by the calculation of Warren and Wiscombe (1980). Flanner et al. (2007) indicated that the addition of 500 µg kg−1 of BC to snow decreased its visible
albedo approximately 10% in visible wavelengths, and calculated that the instantaneous forcing over the Tibetan Plateau,
due to the presence of BC in snow, exceeds 20 W m−2 in
some places. Because snow aging process may also accelerate more BC accumulations onto snow surface (Xu et
al., 2006), and because our BCD was determined considering only dry deposition, our numbers are likely to underestimate the actual albedo reduction for NDC parts of Himalayan
glaciers.
3.5

Estimation of the albedo in function of different
type of snow age and BC

In reality, the albedo decrease caused by BC depends on a
wider range of environmental factors such as snow grain size,
solar zenith angle, and snow depth (e.g., Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). However, the application of the regression
Eq. (3) is probably adequate for a first estimate of albedo
changes, because our aim in this study is to determine the
minimal level of possible albedo reductions due to BCD. Ice
layer is sometimes seen at NDC glacial surface, but the results obtained by using the Eq. (3) can be applied to the NDC
snow surface composed of fresh, compacted, and granular
snow grains (not complete ice) because most of the original data for snow albedo estimations were based on some
assumptions of snow grain size, in which the snow density
range is similar to that of Yala glacier in Table 1.
The albedo reductions obtained from the regression equation by Ming et al. (2009) may provide lower bound
of albedo reductions as mentioned in Sect. 3.4. However, the estimate of albedo reduction, in general, includes
some errors and we need to estimate the possible deviation range in the estimation by using regression Eq. (3).
The data used in this study were obtained from the Supporting Table 4 in Hansen and Nazarenko (2004) (see the
website at: http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2003/12/15/
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010
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Fig. 6. The relationship between snow density and the calculated
BCC in surface snow together with related albedo reductions. The
brown curved and red lines denote the estimated BCD of 266 µg
m−2 from NCO-P data and the 1% albedo reduction line by BCC
of 15 µg kg−1 in snow mentioned in Grenfell et al. (1994) indicated
by the calculations of Warren and Wiscombe (1980). The range between two blue solid lines corresponds to the range of snow density
variations of 195–512 kg m−3 in surface snow at Yala glacier by
Fujita et al. (1998). The green circles are estimated maximal and
minimal albedo reductions due to BCC in snow by using a linear
regression equation of Ming et al. (2009).

2237157100.DC1/7157Table4.html), 2.3% albedo reduction
by BCC of 25 µg kg−1 by Jacobson (2004), 1% albedo reduction by BCC of 15 µg kg−1 by Grenfell et al. (1994) with
the model of Warren and Wiscombe (1980). The estimates of
albedo reductions from observed BC concentrations in snow
by Hansen and Nazarenko (2004) were based on Fig. 2 of
Warren and Wiscombe (1985). Hence, the estimated albedo
reductions are based on the calculation of the albedo model
of Warren and Wiscombe (1985). They calculated the albedo
reductions as external mixture case of BC for new and old
snows and also mentioned the importance of internal mixture to explain true effect of soot. Therefore, in the study
of Hansen and Nazarenko (2004), the estimate for internal
mixing increased the BC absorption coefficient, or effective
amount, by a factor of two along the descriptions by Warren and Wiscombe (1985). In the calculation of Warren and
Wiscombe (1985), new and old snows are considered as the
grain radius sizes of 0.1 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively. The
meteorological condition was expected as subarctic summer,
clear sky, and solar zenith angle effect of 53◦ at sea level in
their estimates. The albedo reduction rates were estimated at
the wavelength of 470 nm in their calculation, at which snow
albedo is most sensitive to soot content. Finally, Hansen
and Nazarenko (2004) categorized BC and snow into 2 types
of BC with 2 types of snow condition (4 types) (Table 3).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6603/2010/
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Table 3. Regression equations of each mixture state of BC and snow type.
Mixture State

Snow type

Regression equation

Ext

New
Old
New
Old

Eq. (1) y=−8.08653E-05x2 +4.79226E-02x+2.97897E-01
Eq. (2) y=1.51204E-01x+6.85961E-01
Eq. (3) y=−1.20051E-04x2 +6.94225E-02x+6.59244E-01
Eq. (4) y=2.20386E-01x+1.51181

Int

R2

N

σy [%]

0.99
0.98
0.98
0.96

14
10
14
10

0.18
0.49
0.45
1.06

Note: external mixture of BC with new snow (Ext/New), external mixture of BC with old snow (Ext/Old), internal mixture of BC with new
snow (Int/New), and internal mixture of BC with old snow (Int/Old) were categorized by Hansen and Nazarenko (2004).

Therefore, we used 2 types of BC with 2 types of snow condition and calculated each regression equation from the employed data with the estimated error (Fig. 7 and Table 3). The
data from Jacobson (2004) and Grenfell et al. (1994) with
the model of Warren and Wiscombe (1980) were put into
the categories of Int/New and Ext/New, respectively. The errors between the employed and estimated albedo reduction
data from the regression equations are within 1% (Table 3).
There are large differences among the estimated albedo reductions by each type with each equation (Fig. 7a and b).
Warren and Wiscombe (1985) explained that a given amount
of soot causes a greater reduction in albedo in old snow than
in new snow because the radiation penetrates deeper on average in old coarse grained snow and therefore encounters
more absorbing material before being scattered back out of
the snowpack.
Most of the estimated values on albedo reduction, using the equation of Ming et al. (2009) for BCC of 26.0–
68.2 µg kg−1 , were found within the range of those in
Ext/New and Int/New (Fig. 7b). The snow albedo reduction for BCC of 68.2 µg kg−1 , using the method of Ming et
al. (2009), slightly exceeded the value by Int/New (Fig. 7b).
Most of the estimated albedo reductions were located in the
middle values of albedo reductions in new snow condition.
Hence, the range of albedo reductions between Ext/New and
Int/New in Fig. 7b may correspond to the approximate errors in our estimation of albedo reductions. As mentioned
in Fig. 4, there were fewer precipitation events during premonsoon season in 2006. Also, the snow surface is considered old aged snow over the NDC parts of Himalayan
glaciers during most of March–May. It also indicates that
the snow surface albedo would probably reduce along the
Ext/Old or Int/Old regression lines shown in Fig. 7. If we
use the equations of Ext/Old and Int/Old, much more albedo
reductions are expected even if we only take BC into account. In those cases with Eqs. (2) and (4) in Table 3, the
snow albedo for Ext/Old and Int/Old can possibly decrease
by 4.6–11.0% and 7.2–16.5%, respectively (Table 4). These
albedo reductions are significantly higher than those found
using the equation by Ming et al. (2009) (2.0–5.2% albedo
reductions). These results show that our estimate of albedo
reduction is lower line.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6603/2010/

Table 4. Possible albedo reductions by different equations on the
relationship between BC concentration and reduced albedo.
Equations
Eq. by Ming et al. (2009)
Eq. (1)a
Eq. (2)a
Eq. (3)a
Eq. (4)a

Surface snow
density [kg m−3 ]

Reduced
albedo [%]

195
512
195
512
195
512
195
512
195
512

5.2
2.0
3.2
1.5
11.0
4.6
4.8
2.4
16.5
7.2

a Equations from Table 3 were used for estimating possible albedo

reductions.

3.6

Numerical experiment on albedo changes and
increasing snow melt runoff

Last, we carried out numerical experiments to evaluate the
influence of the albedo changes on glacier melting run-off
from the Tibetan glacier with the glacier mass-balance-model
by Fujita (2007) and Fujita et al. (2007). The model calculates the melt water, refrozen water, and runoff after solving for surface energy balance and heat conduction in the
glacial ice. The snow surface albedo was calculated based
on snow density in the model (Yamazaki et al., 1993). We
currently do not have detailed input data on the model calculations for Himalayan glaciers. Hence, in this study, the
numerical experiments were carried out for a typical Tibetan
glacier in Fig. 1 (Dongkemadi Glacier: 33.07◦ N; 92.07◦ E;
14.63 km2 ; 5275–5926 m a.s.l.) with the observed data by
Fujita et al. (2007). As shown by Xu et al. (2006), the BCCs
(elemental carbon in their case) over this glacier ranged from
18.2 to 168.2 µg kg−1 from snow pit works and the highest
concentration was detected from a dirty layer. It indicates
that Dongkemadi Glacier is also highly contaminated by seasonal BC depositions and can be considered to be suitable for
our numerical experiments. The model calculated densitybased snow albedos were always reduced by applying the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010
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Fig. 7. Albedo reductions for 2 types of BC mixture conditions (external and internal mixture, called Ext and Int, respectively) with 2
types of snow conditions (new and old snow, called New and Old,
respectively) together with the estimated albedo reductions by the
equation of Ming et al. (2009). The employed data were based on
the previous studies (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980, 1985; Grenfell et al., 1994; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004; Jacobson, 2004).
(b) denotes an enlarged (a) for the BC concentration range up to
100 µg kg−1 with log scale for x-axis. The parts of dashed lines
denote out of ranges of the employed data. If you use the data estimated from each equation in Table 3, and refer to the dashed line for
various studies, use caution in your discussion of albedo reductions
because there are no supporting observations in these ranges.

albedo reductions of 2.0% or 5.2% related with BCD effect
as evaluated in this study. We changed only the albedo settings; all the input data and other parameters were the same
as those in Fujita (2007) and Fujita et al. (2007). In the experiments, forcing albedo reductions means that homogeneous
mixture of BC at glacier surface always reduce snow surface
albedo of 2.0–5.2% compared to the control (density-based
albedos). Runoff amount changes are due to surface albedo
changes in the experiments. Total runoff amount means the
sum of runoff for 1 year from 10 October, 1992.
The results show a corresponding increase in total annual
runoff from 70 to 204 mm of water equivalent by melt waAtmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6603–6615, 2010

ter from the glacier especially due to the June-August melting (melting season) (Fig. 8). In this study, we considered the possibility that the dark snow layer, due to BC depositions during pre-monsoon season, simply continues after pre-monsoon season. Thus, if the albedo reductions of
2.0–5.2% continues after the pre-monsoon season, the total runoff increases due to albedo changes corresponds to
11.6–33.9% of annual discharge of the Tibetan glacier. This
estimate is based on the comparison of the annual runoff
amount, roughly determined from the difference between annual precipitation of 672 mm (observed) and evaporation of
70 mm (calculated) (Fujita and Ageta, 2000), to the calculated total increases of runoff amount due to the albedo reductions. Moreover, the acceleration of ablation processes in
pre-monsoon season can cause the complete melting of snow
cover, resulting in an advance in ice exposure to the solar
radiation, causing an additional reduction of surface albedo
and more discharge.
Over Dongkemadi Glacier, air temperature begins to rise
above freezing after June (Fujita et al., 2007), corresponding to the period of onset of monsoon. Hence, the effect
of the albedo reduction on runoff increase, appears after
June. In our numerical tests, we considered that the effects of
albedo reductions in the transient period from pre-monsoon
to monsoon corresponds to the snow darkening effect due to
the integrated BC depositions on snow surface during premonsoon season (March–May). The albedo reductions before monsoon season should not actually affect runoff increase in the study by Fujita (2007) because precipitation
fallen in the succeeding monsoon season covered the darkened surface. However, if global warming expands the period of melting season in future, the albedo reductions during pre-monsoon will be an important factor in increasing
snow melt runoff from this glacier because of re-exposure
of dirty surface by BC to the snow surface as indicated in
Fujita (2007). In addition, rainfall below equilibrium line
may sometimes contribute to re-exposures of BC layer to the
surface with albedo reductions. The combination of upper
and lower snow layer due to snow meltings, and the additional BC depositions by wet deposition, may also contribute
to snow surface albedo reductions during monsoon season.
However, quantitative discussions including all these effects
are out of the scope of this study. In addition, BC flushing effect due to snow melting as discussed in Conway et al. (1996)
and Flanner et al. (2007) may also be important for determining albedo reduction at the snow surface, but quantitative discussions are currently very difficult because of very limited
studies. Future studies on this flushing effect on impurities
may, perhaps, modify snow albedo estimation to some extent.
Although the numerical experiments were carried out at
a different location a little way from NCO-P site, some
hints about the sensitivities of these albedo reductions on
snowmelt runoff can be provided by this work.
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Fig. 8. Increases of snow melt runoff from Dongkemadi Glacier
due to continuous albedo reductions of 2.0% and 5.2% in the numerical experiments. The lines in blue, green, and red denote the
areal weighted mean of snow albedos along each altitude in the domain of Fujita (2007) and Fujita et al. (2007) for the cases of control
run (no forced albedo reduction), 2.0% albedo reduction, and 5.2%
albedo reduction, respectively. The lines in sky blue and orange denote the differences in snow melt runoff from the glacier between
the cases of 2.0% albedo reduction and control run and between
5.2% albedo reduction and control run, respectively.

3.7

Suggested future studies on snow albedo over the
Himalayas

Because our estimation on snow albedo reductions is lower
bound, more increase of snow melt can probably occur over
NDC snow surface due to other atmospheric processes, snow
aging, and additional mineral dust deposition. For better
elucidating these processes, further observations and model
studies for BC and dust deposition onto Himalayan regions,
and their effects on snow albedo feedback, are needed.
We would like to suggest the following additional areas
of study to further illuminate the BC and dust impact on the
NDC parts of Himalayan and Tibetan glaciers. We need more
direct observations of BC and dust on deposition and concentration in the snow surface over Himalayan and Tibetan
regions in order to develop an understanding of the precise
impurity effects on albedo reductions. To know the mixture
state of impurity in snow, it is important to carry out more
detailed studies on 1) the dilution and enrichment effects of
BC and dust by precipitation, 2) the snow surface melting,
and the combination between the snow surface layer and the
snow layer below the snow surface, including 3) the wet depositions of BC and dust and flushing by melt water and precipitation. Although BC and dust can reduce snow surface
albedos, we should know the equilibrium albedo reduction,
specifically, maximal albedo reduction, in the mixture of the
impurities. Regional and global models in higher horizontal
resolution with realistic high-mountain, snow-pack physics
are also a very helpful means for understanding the albedo
reductions, and related snow processes throughout the Himalayan and Tibetan regions.
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Conclusions

We estimated a BCD amount of 266 µg m−2
(=2.89 µg m−2 day−1 ) from dry deposition during premonsoon season over NDC parts of a Himalayan glacier
at a similar altitude of NCO-P site. Assuming the BCD is
distributed uniformly on a pure 2-cm surface snow layer,
we estimated BCC of 26.0–68.2 µg kg−1 within the range of
the density at Yala glacier, which is in agreement with the
observations from southwestern Chineses glaciers. Hence,
our estimated BCC range is considered to be realistic as
lower bound BCC level at the southern slopes of Himalayas.
Assuming that the BCC range in snow is also representative
near NCO-P and estimating albedo reductions by the BCC,
the decreases of surface snow albedo of 2.0–5.2% were
expected. If we assume these albedo reductions continues
throughout the year, a possible 70–204 mm of water equivalent runoff increase from a typical Tibetan glacier was found
from simple model experiments. It represents a significant
amount of the annual drainage from the glacier. Our results
are applicable to NDC parts of glaciers. However, the
estimate is likely to represent a lower bound for snow
albedo reductions, since atmospheric wind and turbulence
effects, snow aging, dust deposition, and snow albedo
feedbacks were not considered. When all these processes
are included, the actual snow albedo reduction over NDC
parts in Himalayan glaciers is likely to be higher with
more consequences on surface water runoffs from snow-ice
melting. For these reasons we need more observations of
BCC and BCD in Himalayan regions, better estimation of
albedo reductions, and better information of snow physical
parameters in the regions. This information can be gathered
by satellite and model studies in the near future and then
used for assessing snow albedo feedbacks and accompanied
snow melt runoff from glaciers.
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